Champion Fencing Team

Harvey I. Kramer, Jr.

New England Fencers Championship Team—that's our fencing team—the same team that last week convicted into reality what smoking never can do to the larynx. The team has produced one of the best teams in the country. The ability of Tech's fencing team to fight with distinction against the nation's most formidable competition is recognized by the New England Fencers' League Team Championship. The Froshmen are also displaying good talent, and it is most probable that there will be men to replace those who graduate this year from the varsity.

A great deal of credit for the fencing team's accomplishments goes to Joe Levis, '26, present fencing mentor at the Institute. The ability of Tech's fencing team is clearly brought out last weekend, when Stephen's' Hulick maintained the upper hand in all the saber divisions against Finlay and MacAulay, even though he had last taken up this weapon under his leadership. Before these and his experience were all experienced saber men.

A keen demonstration in the art of "Lunge and Thrust" and a very spirited fighting with the American fencing school when the Beaver fences must Brown. The woodland from Provineville are rated as one of the senior teams in the country.

Basketball Notes

In an effort to remedy the poor style of playing demonstrated by the Tech quintet last week against Middlebury, the team has changed its tactics. The team is in the way of developing a system for Tech, but has only managed passing and blocking during the past few practice sessions while the offense has been very low.

In this young and energetic team, the boys are busy with their efforts on shooting. It is hoped that this new combination will soon come into its own, and much of the reason for the move was to make this winter sport a valuable part of their athletic program.
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